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Si analysis using Nu Sil automated preparation system for Nu Perspective
Introduction to Silicon Isotopes
Silicon is the 2nd most abundant element in the earth’s crust and
as such is a major component in rocks. Silicon is also required by
both plant and animal life. By precisely measuring variations in
the 3 stable isotopes of silicon (28Si, 29Si and 30Si with abundances
92.23%, 4.68% and 3.09% respectively), the mechanisms that
process silicon can be investigated. This includes for example
the aging and weathering of rocks, the deposition of silica within
plants and the cycling of silicon within the world’s oceans via the
skeletons of diatoms (a type of marine algae).

Image 2: Perspective
Introduction to Nu Sil
Nu Sil is an automated sample preparation device for the high
precision analysis of silicon isotopes via conventional IRMS. The
device operates by thermal decomposition of small quantities
of BaSiF6 to SiF4 gas under high vacuum conditions. The system
allows easy and precise analysis of δ29Si and δ30Si.

Image 1: Silica Diatoms
Silicon isotope analysis
There are three established methods to analyse silicon isotopes:
multi-collector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry
(MC-ICP-MS), secondary ionisation mass spectrometry (SIMS)
and conventional isotope ratio mass spectrometry (IRMS). As
IRMS has a gas source introduction system, the latter method
requires the fluorination of silica to silicon tetrafluoride (SiF4) gas.
Silica can be converted either directly to SiF4, or alternatively, it
can be converted to caesium fluorosilicate (Cs2SiF6) (De Bièvre,
et al. 1995) or barium fluorosilicate (BaSiF6) (Valkiers, et al.
2011) and then decomposed to SiF4 gas, either by application of
heat or by strong acid (Brzezinski, et al. 2006). By conversion
of silica into an easily handled fluorosilicate powder, the risks
involved with the handling of HF or other fluorinating agents
can be reduced, and the conversion to SiF4 can be automated.
These methods are known not to isotopically fractionate the
silicon isotopes. A variation of this method is presented in this
application note.

BaSiF6 must first be prepared off-line by dissolving sample silica
(SiO2) in HF and then precipitating it with BaCl2 (Valkiers, et al.
2011). The converted BaSiF6 must then be washed and dried.
Up to 50 BaSiF6 samples can be placed in vials in the Nu Sil
carousel for automated analysis. Each sample vial is processed
in turn, by first evacuating it to high vacuum and then heating it
to 600°C to evolve SiF4 gas. This SiF4 gas is then cryogenically
transferred and focussed in two stages: first from the Nu Sil into
the ‘Prep cold finger’, and then from ‘Prep cold finger’ into the
Perspective dual inlet ‘Inlet cold finger’. Once in the dual inlet
the SiF4 gas is introduced to the ion source and analysed against
a SiF4 reference gas yielding δ29Si and δ30Si.

Image 3: Nu Sil Carousel
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Image 4: Nu Sil and Perspective dual inlet sampling schematic
Nu Sil Batch Analysis
A series of silica standards with known isotopic compositions
(Reynolds, et al. 2007) were converted to BaSiF6 and measured
in a continuous batch using the Nu Sil system. The results are
shown below.
•
•
•

Run time: 50 minutes / sample.
Sample size 200-300 µg BaSiF6 compound.
200 ml liquid N2 used per sample.
Sample

δ30Si
NBS 28
corrected
(‰)

Commercial
BaSiF6
Diatomite

Accepted
value
Reynolds et
al. (2007)

σ (‰)

n

-0.88

0.02

20

1.35

0.04

5

1.26

Big Batch

-10.52

0.02

5

-10.48

NBS 28

0.00

0.01

5

0.00

Diatomite
- Big Batch
difference

11.86

11.74

Table 1: Accuracy and precision of different silicon standards
measured by Nu Sil Perspective
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Figure 1: δ30Si versus sample number in a continuous batch of
standards measured by Nu Sil Perspective
The Nu Sil gives precise and accurate analysis of silicon isotopes
using conventional IRMS. The measured δ30Si values for the
standards are consistent with their expected values (Reynolds, et
al. 2007). There is minimal memory effect between samples with
large differences in isotopic composition. Reference silica NBS
28 (first converted to BaSiF6) can be used to calibrate sample
data. The typical precision (standard deviation over multiple
replicate samples) in δ30Si obtained by the Nu Sil is around
0.08 ‰ or less. In comparison the typical precision in δ30Si
obtained by other techniques is as follows: MC-ICP-MS, 0.08 ‰;
acidification of Cs2SiF6, 0.08 ‰ and laser fluorination, 0.17 ‰
(Brzezinski, et al. 2006). Therefore, the analytical precision of
the Nu Sil is comparable to the other best techniques available.
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